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Pop up shops are literally popping up everywhere and whilst it has been independent artisan businesses
and smaller retailers that have pioneered the concept, larger retailers are beginning to embrace this
latest evolution in retailing.
The temporary stores are mostly found in high footfall areas such as city centres, shopping malls and
busy streets. The main purpose of a pop up is to create an impact and attract customers with something
exciting, exclusive and different. So what are the benefits to established retailers in embracing the
flexibility and innovation of the pop up shop concept?
1.Experimentation – Road testing a new business concept can be costly. A pop up shop provides
retailers with the ultimate flexibility in test marketing new products, promotions or concepts, before
going fully to market. This allows the retailer to gauge future demand and incite customer feedback
without incurring the high set up costs associated with a fixed store.
2.Flexibility – Responding quickly to trends is not always easy for larger retailers. The flexibility
of a pop up shop allows brands to adapt quickly and be in the right place at the right time. The
temporary nature of a pop up shop allows the retailer to locate to where the action is, set up shop for
key moments and more importantly, move on when interest wanes.
3.Brand awareness – The act of launching a pop up shop creates buzz and hype that consumers love. The
short-term nature of a pop up shop creates a sense of urgency, which often attracts big crowds. By
appearing in an unexpected location, retailers can both surprise existing customers and excite new ones.
Plus people are more likely to visit when there’s a limited time scale - and this often leads to an
increase in sales.
4.Educate new customers – By trying something new, retailers can widen their customer base by reaching
consumers that may only be aware of their traditional product lines. When Microsoft launched their RT
Surface tablet they opened a host of pop up stores in locations where they didn’t have a permanent
presence. This enabled them to increase public awareness and educate customers on the product.
5.Unload old stock – the majority of sales are still completed offline and a pop up shop in the right
location can be the ideal venue to host a flash sale. The temporary nature of a pop up shop creates a
buzz and excitement because people are interested in the sudden existence of a new store, especially if
they look unique.
Flexibility in times of uncertainty
It would be remiss of me to write a blog about retailing without mentioning Brexit. It would be hard to
argue that the current situation hasn’t created a certain amount of uncertainty. However, I am a firm
believer in seeing opportunity in any situation and the pop up shop concept is a perfect answer to
retailers looking to expand without incurring too many costs. It offers the opportunity to take on a
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retail space and set up quickly without the long-term commitment.
In Summary
The retail landscape is evolving and for retailers that want to keep pace with trends, pop up shops offer
the ultimate in flexibility and testing innovation. However, to maximise on the benefits retailers need
to be able to set up till solutions for pop ups quickly, offering consumers the same transaction options
in fixed retail units. By investing in an electronic point of sale solution with remote capability,
retailers ensure they have the flexibility required to scale their business operations and the reporting
functionality to assess the success of their new business venture.

-endsAbout Eurostop
Founded in 1990, with operations in London, Singapore and Shanghai, Eurostop provides complete solutions
for Retail Management for the Fashion, Footwear and General Merchandise sectors encompassing both
hardware and software.
Eurostop’s flagship products consist of:
e-rmis: A suite of head office management applications.
e-pos: EPOS system for standalone shops, concessions and franchises that can be easily integrated with
e-rmis for larger users.
Mobile POS: wireless/mobile e-pos designed to run on Windows tablets with integrated Chip & PIN – ideal
for boutique environments where there is less emphasis on the central payment desk
e-commerce: Responsive e commerce solutions customised for independent retailers that provides a hosted
and fully integrated service.
e-cubes: Data Mining. A bespoke reporting tool which allows the slicing and dicing of data as well as
selective publication of results and graphical representation.
e-time: The capture of staff working hours which aids in monitoring both stores’ and staff performances
and productivity.
e-fulfilment: Intelligent optimisation of e-commerce orders for multi-channel retailers.
e-manager: Middleware layer that enables the fast, reliable synchronisation of product and pricing data
from most major ERP solutions to your e-pos estate.
All Eurostop’s solutions can be fully integrated with other management and business systems, and all
major ERP systems.
As well as advising on and supplying suitable hardware, Eurostop also undertakes training, support and
custom development. Its systems are available in several different languages including Chinese.
Eurostop has accreditation for Chip and PIN solutions, and together with partners Anderson Zaks and
YESPay, provides a Chip and PIN managed service.
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High profile customers include: Aquascutum, Ann Summers, Ben Sherman, Cambridge Satchel Company, DAKS,
Ghost, Help for Heroes, Joseph, Lotus Cars, Pretty Green, Pentland Brands Plc, Speedo, Trespass and many
more.
For more information visit: EUROSTOP (http://www.eurostop.com) or contact:
Editors contacts:
Andreina West
PR Artistry Ltd
Tel 01491 639500
andreina@pra-ltd.com
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